To: The Honorable Jimmy Van Bramer, Chair of the Cultural Affairs, Libraries
International Intergroup Relations
CC: The Honorable Francisco Moya
The Honorable Karen Koslowitz
The Honorable Laurie Cumbo
The Honorable Joseph Borelli
From: Joan P. Gibbs, Esq
Rosemari Mealy, JD, PhD
Date: October 29, 1019
Re: Resolution 1092
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Greetings. We are both members of NY-NJ CubaSi, a broad coalition of organizations
and individuals who for decades have worked for normalization of the United States relations
with Cuba in all respects. We write in support of Resolution 1092 calling upon the President to
lift the Cuban embargo and end the Cuban travel ban. We are submitting this memorandum on
the Cuban embargo and the Cuban travel ban electronically because we are unable to attend the
October 31st public hearing as we are traveling to Havana, Cuba on the 31st to participate in the
“International Meeting of Solidarity for Democracy and Against Neoliberalism.”
INTRODUCTION
During the administration of former US President Barak Obama, the US and Cuba
commenced steps towards improving relations between the two countries. In November 2014,
President Obama and then Cuban President Raúl Castro announced that the two governments
would restore full diplomatic ties and ease the more than fifty years of bilateral hostilities. 1 The
same day President Obama and President Castro also announced that they had agreed to an
exchange of prisoners, including the remaining incarcerated members of the Cuban Five and the
release of Alan Gross, a US contractor on humanitarian grounds. Thereafter, the US took a
number of steps towards the relaxation of tensions. These steps included:
•

•
•

Easing restrictions on travel to Cuba by allowing US citizens to travel to Cuba in
groups or individually as long as they fell into one of twelve categories,
including the two most popular; “people to people” visits and “support for the
Cuban people.”
Lifting several restrictions affecting the importing and exporting of goods
between the US and Cuba;
Removing Cuba from the US State Department Sponsors of Terrorism List;

1

Several weeks after taking office in 2009, President Obama had eased restrictions on
remittances and travel, allowing Cuban Americans to send unlimited funds to Cuba and
permitting US citizens to visit Cuba for religious and educational purposes. During the course of
his first term, President Obama continued to modestly loosen restrictions in these areas.
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•
•
•

Allowing the Cuban government to open a bank account in the US for the
purpose of conducting non-cash business transactions, which Cuba had been
unable to do since the beginning of the embargo;
Restoring US commercial airlines flights to Cuba for the first time in fifty years;
and
Authorizing cruise ship operations.

In addition, days before leaving office, President Obama repealed the “wet foot, dry foot”
policy, which since its adoption in 1995 allowed Cubans who reached the US shores
authorization to pursue permanent residency. The “wet foot, dry foot” policy was viewed by
many as discriminatory because it applied only to Cubans, and not to other migrants seeking
entrance to the US such as Haitians. President Obama’s repeal of the “wet foot, dry foot” policy
brought US treatment of Cubans in line with its treatment of other migrants seeking to enter the
US. The steps taken by the Obama administration towards normalization of relations with Cuba,
according to the Pew Research Center, were supported by 75% of Americans.2
While campaigning for President, Donald Trump sharply criticized the steps taken by the
Obama administration, and vowed that, if he was elected, he would reverse them. To the latter
end, Trump and his administration has reversed many of the steps toward normalization taken
by the Obama administration. In particular, the Trump administration has, among other things:
•

•
•
•
•

•

manufactured a crisis to justify of the reduction of staff at the US Embassy in
Havana to a skeleton crew and shut down most of its councilor services, including
visa processing by charging that staff’s health had been damaged
by “sonic waves”; the FBI investigated and discovered no evidence of the alleged
“sonic attacks” against U.S. diplomatic personnel in Cuba;
capped remittances – unlimited under the Obama administration- at $4,000 a year;
stopped group, educational or cultural, trips or “people to people” visits;
stopped allowing cruise ships, private yachts or fishing vessels from stopping in
Cuba;
opted not to suspend Title III of Helms-Burton Act which provides US nationals
who owned property in Cuba at the time of the Cuban Revolution with a private
cause of action to sue in federal district courts any person or entity that knowingly
“traffics” or uses property lawfully nationalized by Cuba decades ago;
cancelled five-year B2 visas for Cuban citizens that allowed for multiple entries
for up to three months ;3
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See Pew Research Poll (http:://pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/12/13/americans-still-favor-tieswith-cuba-after-castros-death-u-s-elections/u.s-election/) Dec. 2016.
3
As a result of this abrupt change in US visa policies, which was effective two days after it was
announced, Cuban citizens can now only obtain visas for one trip to the United States for a threemonth period. Because the US embassy in Havana is operating with a skeleton crew and has shut
down most of its councilor services, Cubans must not only pay $160 for a US visa but also pay
for travel and lodging in a third country, often to see their visa application denied. By contrast,
applications for a Cuban visa are a mere formality as airlines and travel agencies are authorized
to offer visas to anyone traveling at a cost of 50.00, plus the airline processing fee which is part
2

•
•
•
•

announced a new policy denying visas to Cuban medical personnel involved in
health-related collaborations with more than sixty countries; and
sanctioned companies that participate in the shipment of fuel to Cuba, thereby
generating an energy crisis that compelled the Cuban government to take savings
and control measures;
on the basis of gross slanders, announced that the former Cuban President Raul
Castro, as well as members of his family, will not be granted visas to enter the
United States; and .
announced the suspension of US airlines’ flights to all Cuban destinations except
Havana, as of December 10, 2019.

The Trump’ administration’s actions in reversing the steps taken by the Obama administration
towards normalization are harmful to the both the people of the US and Cuba and to economies
of both countries. “Rolling back” the steps taken by the Obama administration, according to
Engage Cuba, “could cost US businesses and taxpayers 6.1 billion over the course of . . .
[Trump’s] first term and affect 12, 295 jobs across the country. Communities must reliant on the
manufacturing, tourism, and shipping industries would be disproportionately affected, especially
Gulf states with deep water ports and cruise terminals.”4
THE CUBAN EMBARGO SHOULD BE ENDED
Virtually since the triumph of the Cuban Revolution in January 1959, the United States
has unsuccessfully sought through a variety of covert and overt means to overthrow the Cuban
government. To this end, most infamously, covertly, the US, attempted to assassinate former
Cuban President Fidel Castro over 600 times.5 Many of these failed assassination attempts were
publicly detailed in the Church Senate Committee’s November 1975 interim report on Alleged
Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders.6 Most famously, overtly and cruelly, the US, in
of the traveler’s purchase price of an airline ticket or travel package. Prior to the recent change
in B2 visas, thousands of Cuban citizens have come to US on B2 visas to visit their families,
shop and engage in cultural or academic exchanges.
Engage Cuba, “The Economic Impact of Tightening U.S. Regulations on Cuba,” (Washington,
DC: May 31, 2019) at p.2.
5
. See e.g., https://cnnespanol.cnn.com/2016/11/26/fidel-sobrevivio-a-mas-de-600-intentos-deasesinato-afriman-en-cuba/;
hhtps://eplpais.com/internacional/2016/11/27/america/1480216413_424327.html;
https://www.americatv.com.pe/noticicas/internacionales/fidel-castro-intentos-fallidos-cia-acabarsu-vida-n255696
6
See U.S. Congress. Senate. Select Committee to Study Government Operations with Respect to
Intelligence Agencies Activities. Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders, Interim
Report, 94th Congress, 1st Session, 1975 at pages 71 to 179.
4
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the hope of starving the Cuban people into rebellion, for nearly sixty years has imposed an
economic blockade of Cuba.
The US first imposed an embargo on exports except for food and medicine to Cuba in
1960 under the Eisenhower administration. The embargo was expanded under the Kennedy
administration. While the President of the US has the authority to amend regulations that govern
certain aspects of trade as well as travel to Cuba, today the embargo is enforced primarily
through six federal statues: the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917, the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1961, the Cuban Assets Control Regulations of 1963, the Cuban Democracy Act of 1992,
Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act (also known as the Helms-Burton Act), and the
Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000. In short, the ending of Cuba
embargo requires the passage of a federal bill, signed into law by the President.
The Cuban blockade has long been opposed by a majority of the nations of the world.
Indeed, every year since 1992, the United Nations General Assembly has passed a resolution
declaring the embargo to be a violation of the Charter of the U.N. and international law. During
the most recent vote in the United Nations General Assembly, in 2018, on a resolution
condemning the blockade, 189 of the 193 members of that body voted in favor of the resolution.
Two countries, the United States and Israel, voted against the resolution; two countries, Moldova
and the Ukraine did not vote. Opposition to the embargo is not just international but also
domestic with reportedly a majority of US citizens opposing it as well.
Notwithstanding the growing opposition to the blockade internationally and
domestically, the Trump administration has moved to toughen the blockade. Notably, for the first
time since the enactment of the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act (also known as the
Helms-Burton Act), the Trump administration has opted not to suspend Title III of HelmsBurton. Helms-Burton has been widely condemned internationally, including even by US allies
because of its limits on the ability of other sovereign nations to trade with Cuba. For example,
Helms-Burton was vehemently condemned by both Canada and Mexico, and both countries
enacted legislation aimed at blocking or limiting the enforceability of Helms-Burton judgments. 7
Title III of Helms-Burton provides US nationals who owned property in Cuba at the
time of the Cuban Revolution with a private cause of action to sue in federal district courts any
person or entity that knowingly “traffics” or uses property lawfully nationalized by Cuba decades
ago. Simply put, Cuba’s nationalization of these properties was legal because it was carried out
in conformity with International and Cuban laws and many of the owners of the nationalized
properties had abandoned it and fled to the US. Helms-Burton empowers the President to
suspend Title III in six- month periods. As previously mentioned, every President since the
enactment of Helms-Burton, mindful of the tensions its activation would cause with other
nations, including US allies, has suspended its operation twice a year.8
See Anthony M. Solis, The Long Arm of U.S. Law: The Helms-Burton Act, 19 Loy. L Int’l &
Comp. L. Rev. 709 (1997) at pages 726-732.
7

8

See e.g., Peter McKenna, Opinion: Trump, Cuba and Helms-Burton Revisited, The Guardian,
January 31, 2019.
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The Trump’s administration decisions to partially activate Title III harkens back to the
days of the now discredited Monroe Doctrine as it constitutes an unlawful interference and
meddling in the internal affairs of a sovereign nation in violation of well settled International
laws and principles. In addition, this decision will result in the burdening of federal courts with
essentially frivolous lawsuits because the judgments in these lawsuit will be largely
unenforceable. This is so because the US, to our knowledge, is not a signatory to any
international agreement on the reciprocal recognition and enforcement of court judgments.
Because the US has not signed such an international instrument, any judgments resulting from
Helms-Burton lawsuits will be difficult, if not impossible, to enforce on the basis of comity,
particularly in countries with friendly relations with Cuba.9
The Cuban Embargo is a relic of the “Cold War” and should have ended with it. It is
hypocritical for the US to justify the embargo on the grounds that Cuba has engaged in alleged
human rights violations, while the US has Saudi Arabia, for example, as a close ally. Cuba
clearly poses no threat to the national security of the US. The Cuban embargo is a failed policy.
It has not caused the Cuban people to rebel despite the overwhelming hardships that it has caused
as the majority of the Cuban people continue to support the Cuban government’s transition to
new forms of economic and social transformation. Cuba is a sovereign nation and should be
respected as such by the United States. The embargo also contravenes international law and
principles.
Moreover, the Cuban embargo is harmful to both the people of US and Cuba because it,
among other things, inhibits collaborations between the two countries in a number of critical
areas, including scientific research, medical care, and environmental protection to the detriment
of the people of the US and the people of Cuba. That this is true is evidenced by the Memoranda
of Understanding (MOU) signed during the Obama administration.
In particular, during the Obama administration, Cuba and US signed twenty-four MOUs
in areas such as education, medical research, counter-narcotics, and environmental protection.
Significantly, the Cuban Ministry of Health and the US Department of Health and Human
Services signed an MOU concerning the development of pharmaceuticals for communicable
diseases such as Zika and dengue and non-communicable diseases such as cancer. The Roswell
Park Cancer Institute in Buffalo, New York, for example, commenced an intensive research
collaboration for clinical trials of the Cuban lung cancer vaccine. 10 In addition, more than a
dozen New York colleges and universities signed MOUs with major Cuban universities,
9

As previously noted, in response to Helms-Burton several foreign countries or entities
specifically enacted legislation or adopted regulations that render judgements arising under the
Helms-Burton Act unenforceable. For example, the European Union Council Regulation No.
2271/96 provides in pertinent part that any “judgment of a court or tribunal . . .[or] of an
administrative authority . . .giving effect, directly or indirectly, to the [Helms-Burton Act] or to
actions based thereon or resulting there from, shall [not] recognized or be enforceable in any
manner.” See Article 4, EC Regulation 2271/96.
10
Engage Cuba, “The Economic Impact of Tightening U.S. Regulations on Cuba,” (Washington,
DC: May 31, 2019) at pp 5-6.
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including the State University of New York at Cortland, SUNY New Paltz and SUNY Potsdam,
the University of Buffalo and Lehman College of the City University of NY. 11
The Cuban Travel Ban Should Be Ended
Like the Cuban embargo, the restrictions on travel to Cuba have existed since 1963, when
the Department of Treasury issued regulations to carry out the embargo. Although the
regulations did not explicitly ban travel to Cuba, they placed restrictions on any financial
transactions related to it, effectively banning travel. In the years since, the Department of
Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFEC) regulations pertaining to travel have changed
several times. In 1977, then President Carter lifted the travel ban altogether. Four years later,
however, President Ronald Regan reinstated the restrictions on tourist and business travel but
allowed continued travel by Cuban Americans visiting close relatives. President George H. W.
Bush tightened the restrictions. President Clinton made several changed to the OFEC regulations.
The ban on travel was codified in the Trade Sanctions and Export Act, which was signed into
law by President Clinton in 2000. Accordingly, the travel ban can only be entirely lifted by an
act of congress signed into law by the President. 12
During the Obama administration, as previously mentioned, the restrictions on travel
were eased to allow US citizens to more easily travel to Cuba in groups or individually. As a
result of these changes, reportedly, over 600,000 US citizens traveled to Cuba in 2018 in groups
or individually via airplanes and cruise ships.
Similar to its erasure of the Obama administration relaxation of the embargo, the Trump
administration has also sought to erase the President Obama’s relaxation of the ban on travel to
Cuba. In June 2019, the Trump administration stopped group educational or cultural trips or
“people to people” visits. The Trump administration has also banned travel to Cuba on cruises,
private aircraft, yachts and stopped allowing fishing vessels to dock in Cuba. Most recently, in
late October 2019, the Trump administration announced that it was suspending U.S. airlines
travel to nine destination in Cuba. The affected airlines, including American Airlines, Delta and
JetBlue were given 45 days to end operations on the island related to these destination. Once this
new policy becomes effective in early December 2019, Americans will only be able to travel to
one city in Cuba, Havana. The Trump administration’s strengthening of the ban on travel to
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See e.g., SUNY Cortland signs agreement with two Cuban Universities. Retrieved August 22,
2019. From https://www2.cortland.edu/news/detail.dot?id=452df63b-f58f-4e98-bd99a22f4a71adb0;; Representatives of the State University of New York sign a memorandum of
understanding with the Cuban Ministry of Higher Education in Havana.. Retrieved August 22,
2019. From https://sites.newpaltz.edu/news/2017/03/provost-international-programs-dean-joinsuny-delegation-to-secure-historic-agreement-with-cuba/;
Lehman Launches Classroom Partnership with Cuban Universities. (2018). Retrieved August 22,
2019. Fromhttp://www.lehman.edu/news/Lehman-Launches-Classroom-Partnership-withCuban-Universities.php
12

The United States Supreme Court has considered the ban in two cases and both times upheld
it. See e.g., Regan v. Wald, 468 U.S. 222 (1984) and Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1 (1965).
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Cuba will reportedly result in a loss thousands of jobs in the airline, cruise and related industries
and of revenue to the US of millions of dollars annually.13
CONCLUSION
The Cuban embargo was first imposed under the Eisenhower administration, and is the
longest economic sanction ever imposed by the United States on any country. Cuba, which is
only 90 miles away from the United States, is the only country in the world for which the US
maintains a statutory travel ban. Cuba clearly poses no threat to the national security of the
United States. In conclusion, we strongly urge you to vote in favor of Resolution 1092., and to
immediately present Resolution 1092 to the full membership of the City Council for a vote.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about our testimony. Thank you for
holding a public hearing on Resolution 1092, and for accepting testimony electronically
Respectfully submitted,

Joan P. Gibbs, Esq.
4441A Classon Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11238
(718) 789-1801
joanpgibbs2012@gmail,com
Rosemari Mealy, JD, PhD.
9 Revere Place
Brooklyn, NY 11213
(347) 683-0327
Profmia100@gmail.com

Engage Cuba, “The Economic Impact of Tightening U.S. Regulations on Cuba,” (Washington,
DC: May 31, 2019) at pp. 3 -4. .
13
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To the Members of the New York City Council
I wish to offer the following testimony in support of Resolution No. 1092, brought by Members
Barron, Rodriguez and Van Bramer, and calling upon the President of the United States to lift the
U.S. Embargo Against Cuba and end the Cuban Travel Ban:
I am a semi-retired clergyperson of the United Church of Christ denomination. I offer this
testimony not only as an activist on behalf of a more open U.S. policy toward Cuba, but as a
person of faith. It may come as a surprise to some of you to hear that religious faith is alive and
well in Cuba, and that there is a lively and diverse church scene in that country. I know this
because I have seen and experienced some of it in person, and because I continue to be in contact
with friends and colleagues who minister actively in Cuba, as full participants in Cuban society,
and who see no contradiction between their Cuban patriotism and their religious faith.
In the middle 1970's, I served as a staffperson with the Cuba Resource Center (CRC), a U.S.
organization founded by religious denominations who had had a mission presence in Cuba
before relations between the the two countries were broken. These and other U.S. religious
groups knew from their own experience about the many Cuban Christians who chose not only to
continue their faith practice, but to incorporate themselves fully into Cuba's new revolutionary
society. As church people, we (the CRC) felt it was vitally important that American believers
remain aware of their Cuban counterparts, and understand them not as opponents or "victims" of
the Revolution, but as participants in a new society which they saw to be consistent, in many
ways, with their Christian values. I visited Cuba several times with U.S. religious delegations
and had the opportunity to worship there with fellow believers and talk with them about their
lives in Cuban society, as well as to visit with other Cuban institutions -- schools, factories,
medical facilities, neighborhood organizations, farms, government officials.
Since that time, I have continued to be active in favor of ending the U.S. embargo against Cuba,
particularly with the Interreligious Foundation for Community Organization's (IFCO's)
Friendshipment Caravans to Cuba. The embargo is an outdated remnant of the Cold War, that is
of no benefit either to the U.S. and its security or economic interests, or to the Cuban
people. While Cuba's political and economic system is different from the U.S., it represents no
threat to this country. The U.S. effort to change that system through the pressure of the embargo
has been ineffective for decades, even generations. U.S. policy has done nothing more than
perpetrate extraordinary hardship on ordinary Cubans, and harden public opinion in Cuba, and in
much of Latin America, against the U.S. A policy of normal relations and contact between our
two countries is long overdue; one in which our differences can be addressed through regular
diplomatic channels, both our countries can have the benefit of economic trade, and citizens of
both countries can experience each others' societies for themselves.
I urge the New York City Council to approve Resolution No. 1092, to urge our national
government to reverse its long-ineffective and cruel policy toward Cuba and replace it with one
that is normal and humane.
Respectfully,

The Rev. Elice Higginbotham
100 LaSalle Street, Apt. 21-B
New York, NY 10027

NYC Council, Resolution 1092, October 31, 2019
Testimony of Nancy Cabrero

My name is Nancy Cabrero. I am the American-born daughter of parents
who left Cuba and settled in Manhattan in 1956. Economic reasons and
a chance at the American Dream motivated their migration. They also
wanted my brother, who was ten years old at the time, to have access to
higher education and tools to fulfill his potential.
Honorable members of the NYC Council, thank you for the opportunity
to hear my presentation. I am grateful to be able to express to you how
the embargo against Cuba, which is now approaching 60 years, makes it
particularly difficult for Americans of Cuban descent like me to establish,
bond with, and maintain relations with family members who live in Cuba.
For this particular reason, knowing there are so many others, I am here
to ask that you open your hearts to understand why it is imperative that
the US-imposed embargo against Cuba be lifted immediately.
If you were to take a quick mental inventory of your entire family I bet
many extended family members would come to mind who enriched your
life in special ways and contributed in a significant way to the person you
are today. Unfortunately, this is not something I can do. The embargo,
or blockade as it is also referred to, did not allow me to know and feel
the unique and special love of a grandparent, refer to anyone as Aunt or
Uncle, have a friendship and a connection with a cousin who could also
feel as close as a brother or sister, to participate in special and milestone
events like birthdays, graduations, weddings, or celebrate holidays and
participate in religious occasions. An effect of the blockade, during the
sixties and seventies especially, was the prohibitive cost of phone calls to
and from the island. Technical connectivity was a challenge and the
quality of the call was extremely poor. Even a letter, still to this day, takes
a month to be delivered; a response arrives two maybe three months

later, if and when it doesn’t get lost in transit. When they’re received,
updates shared lovingly in letters are already old news. The obstacles to
communicate weigh on each family member—you can’t share stories
easily, you can’t laugh or cry together, and truly, it’s hard to even really
know who they are.
There is tremendous loss in all of this. Like so many other unjust laws
that have existed in the law books of this country, these sanctions must
be revisited for the purpose of changing them. I have faith and trust in
you, the members of the NYC Council, to understand justice and work
from a place of love and understand quality of life on a deeper level and
use that to change and make new laws. I believe you will see the injustice
of this blockade against Cuba and understand that for the reason of
family relations and so many other reasons presented today, now is the
time to put an end to all inhumane sanctions on Cuba and lift the Cuban
blockade.

END THE EMBARGO AND BLOCKADE AGAINST CUBA NOW
Having studied Cuba for over a half century and traveled there on numerous occasions over the
last three and a-half decades, I have witnessed the country’s (people and government) humane
and progressive spirit first hand. Compared to the dozens of countries I have visited in Africa,
the Americas, Europe and Asia, it is the one nation in which I feel the safest. All Americans
should have the right to also witness and experience this without the government’s interference
or worse, penalization. This is fascism, not freedom nor democracy.
End the embargo and blockade against Cuba Now!
As most of the world gleefully runs upside down into the darkness of selfishness, ignorance,
greed and war, Cuba, with its decades of free education and health care, its progress in science,
farming, HIV treatment, hurricane management and much more, all of which it eagerly and
freely shares with the world, is an exemplary light and model. With its great repository of
African culture, Cuba, in practice, is the nation that most represents the African proverb which
says: “We do kindness because it is a beautiful thing.” Doing good and beautiful things for
others is humanity’s most grand, sacred and divine responsibility. It is the path needed for the
salvation of the species and the planet. Cuba has been in the vanguard of this movement.
The embargo and blockade against Cuba is ugly, immoral, vindictive and small minded.
Dr. Segun Shabaka
Chair, The New York Chapter of the National Association
of Kawaida Organizations, and The International African Arts Festival

My name is Dr. Frances Osaigbovo
I was born in Bronx New York and now live in Councilman Ruben Diaz's district.
In 2009, I was accepted into the Inter-Religious Foundation for Community Organizations (IFCO) ELAM
Medical School Scholarship program with a full medical school scholarship. I graduated as an MD in
2015. Without this opportunity as an economically disadvantaged woman of African descent, I would
never have had the ability to carry out my dreams of becoming a doctor or had the opportunity to learn
to speak to people in my community in their own language (Spanish).
The Cuban government and its people recognize that there are young people like me who deserve the
opportunity to pursue a path that would contribute to healing our communities. It was an honor for me
and my other fellow students to study medicine from the greatest doctors in the world. These Cubans
are selfless and passionate people who opened their country and gave us resources which they often
lacked themselves. These are the types of people that educated us.
As a result of the blockade imposed by the government of my country, often my professors had to walk
miles to school every day because they did not have fuel for their cars.
The people of CUBA never turn their backs on anyone when they were in need. After Hurricane Mitch,
Cuban doctors went to Honduras and other countries to make sure that the people there received
adequate medical care. After the earthquake in Haiti, Cuban doctors immediately offered aid and
assistance. When hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans, Cuba offered to send support, but the
United States rejected the support. And for what? Because of racist policies and practices.
The people of Cuban are strong and brave, and should not have to suffer because of antiquated, unfair,
unjust laws that are based on the foundation of White Supremacy. These selfless people should be
honored for what they have contributed to the world. There is no reason they should be punished and
strangled financially. The embargo should be ended.
I thank councilmembers Inez Barron, Ydanis Rodriguez, and Jimmy Van Bramer for sponsoring
Resolution 1092 and encourage every member of the NY City Council to vote in favor of this Resolution.
Thank you.
Dr. Frances Osaigbovo
October 30, 2019

October 2019

To Whom It May Concern:
RE: RES No. 1092 Calling upon the President to
lift the Cuban embargo and end the travel ban.
The United Methodist Church has historically
joined many in calling for the end of the Cuban
embargo and in recent years, celebrated the
dialogue, efforts and negotiation process between
Cuba and the United States initiated by the Obama
Administration. As Lead Pastor of First Spanish United
Methodist Church, also known as The People’s
Church, and as an East Harlem community, we
grieve deeply the reversal and undoing of that
significant work. Furthermore, we grieve the ways the
current administration continues to demean and
further disintegrate democracy, diplomacy and the
moral fabric of our country both domestically and

REV. DORLIMAR LEBRÓN
Lead Pastor

FSUMC The People’s Church
!63 East 111th Street
New York, NY 10028

abroad. From a Christian and a humanitarian
perspective, inspired by a deep love for all humanity
and a deep commitment to peace and justice, we
stand behind and support any effort that encourages
and petitions the President and Congress of the
United States to lift its economic embargo against

CONTACT

Cuba and other regulations, practices or measures

PHONE:
516-983-3895

enforcing the embargo law.

EMAIL:
Dorlimar.lebron@nyac-umc.com

For more than Fifty years, the economic embargo
has created unnecessary, inhumane suffering and

hardship on the people of Cuba while simultaneously
preventing US Citizens from traveling freely to Cuba in
the exercise of their constitutional rights and curtailing
the ability of churches to provide missional support to
our sisters and brothers on the island. The General
Assembly of the United Nations has time and time
again, almost unanimously, voted to condemn the
US Economic Embargo of Cuba. The time to end the
embargo is long overdue and we implore the passing
of this resolution as it calls for the elimination of the
economic embargo and moves us towards a more
just world.
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King said “The time to do
what is right, is always right now”. New York has the
opportunity to do “what is right” now. One of the
most important assignments of our generation and
for those of us living in this present moment is to do
“what is right” now. It is to push ourselves to the
highest ideal of what it means to be human. In these
days that we see in front of us, there is a call to be
more human. Void of any badge or title that we think
we need to make us better, like the many who came
before us, like Dr. King, like Mohammed, like Ghandi.
These leaders modeled for us that the greatest
achievement of any human, is that being human is
title enough and being a human being who pushes
other human beings to be the best they can be is
work enough. Supporting this resolution and calling
for the end of the embargo, moves New York closer,
to not only reaching the highest ideals and

aspirations of our humanity but modeling it for the
rest of the world. The choice is ours.
We will continue to stand with and advocate for
our sisters and brothers in Cuba, the end of the
embargo and the end of travel band until “Justice
rolls down like the waters, and righteousness like an
ever-flowing stream” Amos 5:24

In Faith,
Rev. Dorlimar Lebrón
Lead Pastor

FSUMC The People’s Church

Testimony in Support of Res. No. 1092
Submitted by Leslie Cagan
Nov. 1, 2019
I was unable to attend yesterday’s hearing on Res. No. 1092 convened by the Cultural
Affairs, Libraries and International Intergroup Relations Committee of the NY City
Council, and so am pleased to submit this written testimony.
While these comments are directed to all members of this committee, I especially hope
that my Council Member Francisco Moya will take note that a member of his
constituency urges his and the full committee’s support for this Resolution.
For decades, the United States government has waged what amounts to an economic
war against the people of Cuba, a country that is one of our closest neighbors. The
rationale for this policy has often been couched in the rhetoric that our government is
imposing what amounts to some of the strongest economic sanctions imposed on any
nation as a way to support the Cuban people. This could not be further from the truth.
Over the years there have been changes in U.S. policy, especially in the area of the
right of U.S. citizens to freely travel to Cuba. Since Donald Trump came to office there
has been a renewed tightening of the economic screws on Cuba. While these actions
by the U.S. government make daily life harder for Cubans they do not undermine the
positive changes that the socialist government of Cuba has put into place, changes that
are overwhelmingly supported by the people of Cuba.
As a city that brings together people from every corner of the world, New York should
be bold and outspoken on international issues. As representatives of the people in this
city, our City Council should call for an end to the current U.S. policies toward Cuba.
More specifically, now is the time to call for an end to the economic embargo of Cuba
and for an end to the restrictions on our right to travel to Cuba.
Res. No. 1092 is an excellent step in the right direction, and I hope this committee will
support and encourage its passage by the full New York City Council as quickly as
possible. And then I hope this committee will explore other steps it might initiate to
pressure the U.S. government to end its outdated and cruel policies toward Cuba. One
idea for your consideration is to send a delegation of City Council Members to Cuba to
see first hand the powerful advances made on the island and the devastating impact the
U.S. economic blockade has on the lives of the Cuban people.
Thank you for your support of this resolution.

My name is Emily Thomas, and I own a 8 family apartment house at 448 State
St, in downtown Brooklyn. So I’m a New York landlord and pay a lot of property
taxes. But that’s not why I’m here.
I’m also part of the White Rose Ministry at First Presbyterian Church of Brooklyn
at 124 Henry Street in Brooklyn Heights. We took our name, White Rose, from
the poem written by Jose Marti, a poem which every Cuban school child knows.
Marti wrote that he gives a white rose to his friends, but to those who “tear out
the heart by which I live, to them also I give a white rose”.
I’m here today to support Bill 1092, which as New Yorkers, we ask our President
to stop tearing out the heart of other countries, particularly Cuba.
Our church has been in partnership with a Presbyterian church and two
ecumenical projects in Cuba for over 20 years. We have learned from them, and
helped them, and grown together. I’ve got a lot of stories! One of our ongoing
projects is to fund a feeding program our sister–church runs. With the $3,750
we send them each year, they are able to give lunch five times a week (and a
doggy bag) to 14 senior citizens in the neighborhood who live alone. This year,
they ran out of money for food. Because of the new economic pressures which
the Trump administration is applying on Cuba, the price of food has gone up.
We are glad we could send more money down to make up the difference. So
those 14 seniors would not go hungry. But what about the others?
The blockade hurts people. That’s its purpose. Cuba has an excellent health
system, and on the average, they live longer than we do. But I know people
who have died because they could not get medicine, medicine readily available
here. It is a mean, spiteful policy, designed to hurt the people of a country
which has always given us a white rose.
As Presbyterians, we talk about being called. We are called by our religious
teachings, by our moral judgments, to be better than this. Passing this bill is a
step on a path toward rectifying a wrong, cleansing a sin. We urge you to not
only pass this bill, but come with us to Cuba, to talk to people there, to see for
yourself what their life is like under these sanctions. Bring white roses.

